Protection against experimental malaria associated with AMA-1 peptide analogue structures.
One Plasmodium falciparum malaria antigen is an integral membrane protein called apical membrane antigen-1. High activity binding peptides to human red blood cells have been identified in this protein. 4337 is a conserved, non-immunogenic peptide with high activity red blood cell binding and its critical residues have already been identified. Peptide analogues (with amino acids having the same mass but different charge) were generated to change their immunogenic and protective characteristics. Three analogues having positive or negative immunological results were studied by nuclear magnetic resonance. The studied peptides all had an alpha-helix fragment, but in different peptide regions and extensions, except for randomly structured 4337. We show that altering a few amino acids induced immunogenicity and protectivity against experimental malaria and changed their three-dimensional structure, suggesting a better fit with immune system molecules and that modified peptides having better immunological properties can be included in the design of new malaria multi-component subunit-based vaccine.